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In a nutshell

The setting
A wind-tree: a billiard on the plane with an infinity of square

scatterers.

Theorem
A generic wind-tree is ergodic and minimal.
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Tile the plane by square cells



Put a tree (2r -side square) on each cell



You get a wind-tree table



Play billiard on it! You get the wind-tree flow
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This was a picture of the billiard flow. Let consider the first return

map to the border of the table: the billiard map.



Wind-tree map sends a point in the border and a direction to the

point and the direction corresponding to the next bouncing.
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Note that the map is not everywhere defined.



Note that for any starting point and direction, only four directions

may be reached.



Parameter space
The set of 2r by 2r squares, with vertical and horizontal sides,

centered at (a, b) contained in the unit cell [0, 1]2, is naturally

parametrized by

A := {t = (a, b) : r ≤ a ≤ 1 − r , r ≤ b ≤ 1 − r}

Our parameter space is AZ2
with the product topology.

Phase space
Once launched in the direction θ, the billiard direction can only

achieve four directions {±θ,±(θ − π)}; thus the phase space Ωg
θ of

the billiard map T g
θ is a subset of the cartesian product of the

boundary with these four directions. It contains precisely the pairs

(s,φ) such that at s the direction φ points to the interior of the

table.



Parameter space

AZ2



Phase space

Figure: The contribution of one tree.Figure: The phase space
decomposes into four oriented
“intervals”.



Theorem (Generic minimality)
There is a dense Gδ set of parameters G such that for each g ∈ G:

� for a dense-Gδ set of full measure of θ the wind-tree map T g
θ

is minimal and has forward and backward escape orbits,
� the map T g has a dense set of periodic points,
� if r is rational, then the map T g has a locally dense set of

periodic points,
� no two trees intersect.
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Theorem (Generic ergodicity)
There is a dense Gδ subset G of parameters AZ2 such that for each
g ∈ G there is a dense Gδ subset of directions H ⊂ §1 of full
measure such that the billiard flow on Tg in the direction θ is
ergodic for every θ ∈ H.
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Definition
� A map or a flow is ergodic if and only if every measurable

invariant set is of zero measure or has a complementary of

zero measure.

Theorem (Generic ergodicity)
There is a dense Gδ subset G of parameters AZ2 such that for each
g ∈ G there is a dense Gδ subset of directions H ⊂ §1 of full
measure such that the billiard flow on Tg in the direction θ is
ergodic for every θ ∈ H.



The key idea

Figure: A 2-ringed configuration. Figure: A small perturbation.



The key idea: use known results on compact invariant subsets

Figure: A 2-ringed configuration. Figure: A small perturbation.

For minimality:
In a polygonal billiard, any direction without saddle connections

gives rise to a minimal billiard map. (Keane)



The key idea: use known results on compact invariant subsets

Figure: A 2-ringed configuration. Figure: A small perturbation.

(A saddle connection is loosely speaking a T g
θ -orbit going from a

corner of a tree to some corner (maybe the same one).)



The key idea: use known results on compact invariant subsets

Figure: A 2-ringed configuration. Figure: A small perturbation.

For ergodicity:
KMS: In every rational polygonal billiard, almost every direction

gives rise to ergodic billiard map/flow.



1912, Paul & Tatiana Ehrenfest



1912, Paul & Tatiana Ehrenfest, Begriffliche Grundlagen der
Statistischen Auffassung in der Mechanik



1912, Paul & Tatiana Ehrenfest, The Conceptual Foundations
of the Statistical Approach in Mechanics
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of the Statistical Approach in Mechanics



The Ehrenfest placed their obstacles "irregularly"



The Ehrenfest placed their obstacles "irregularly" , but...



Their used a kind of mixing

in order to show that directions become “decorrelated”.



Their used a kind of mixing

in order to show that directions become “decorrelated”.



Their used k-fold ergodicity

in order to show that directions become “decorrelated”.



Work in Progress
Ergodicity of any positive integer power of the wind-tree flow is

generic.
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